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KPPC Engineers Work with Sypris Technologies on Improving Energy
Management
On January 10 and 11, KPPC sustainability  engineers conducted customized, on-site training for the Sypris

Technologies Broadway Plant. KPPC has been working with the Louisville manufacturing facility  since May

2010, under funding from U.S. DOE and the Kentucky Department for Energy Development and

Independence, providing utility  bill and tariff analyses, access to technical training and environmental

sustainability  assessments. The company is making great strides in pursuing energy management and recently

formed a team of employees to address these opportunities.

To help the company kick off its environmental sustainability  initiative, KPPC provided on-site training to

help the team understand the seven steps of effective energy management, as outlined in the U.S. EPA's

Energy Star program. The session included a walk-through of baseline energy information, identification of

energy opportunities at the facility, brainstorming and prioritizing actions, and suggestions for evaluating

and communicating progress. One session participant said, "Overall it was a very good event. Presenters were

outstanding in knowledge and presenting skill. It opened my eyes to many new sources of information."

At the conclusion of the training, KPPC presented Sypris with an award (Level 1) for signing the Kentucky

Save Energy Now (KY SEN) pledge. The company joins 24 other industrial and commercial facilities across

Kentucky that have signed the KY SEN pledge, which includes a provision to reduce energy use by at least 2.5

percent/year for 10 years.

The Sypris Technologies Broadway Plant energy sustainability  team 
accepted the KY SEN award (Level 1) on January 11. 

 

“Sypris Technologies is pleased to partner with KPPC to build a self-sustaining energy-savings program, and
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looks forward to meeting its goals to reduce energy consumption over the next

decade,” commented Joe Masching, Plant Manager. “We expect the outcome to not

only have a positive impact on immediate stakeholders, but on the community as

well.”

Sypris Technologies is a premier manufacturer and supplier of drive train and

other critical components for the commercial vehicle, automotive, recreational

vehicle, mining, agriculture and energy markets. Sypris is headquartered in

Louisville, Kentucky. With facilities located throughout North America, Sypris

continues to meet the needs of the industry after more than 90 years of service.

Back to top.

 

KY SEN Surpasses Goal
Administered by KPPC, the Kentucky Save Energy Now (KY SEN)

initiative helps energy-intensive industrial and commercial facilities build self-

sustaining energy-savings programs.

For the life of this initiative, which began in 2010, KPPC projected an annual

energy savings 200,000 MMBtu/year. To date, KPPC has surpassed this goal

with an attributed annual savings of 250,000 MMBtu/year. These savings are

calculated on KY SEN energy audits of approximately six million square feet of industrial and commercial

space across the Commonwealth.

As participating companies further implement energy-savings programs, and additional companies join KY

SEN, the energy savings for Kentucky will continue to grow.

Back to top.

KPPC Continues to Help Shape the Future of Pollution Prevention
This month, KPPC Executive Director Cam Metcalf was among a select group of leaders from state pollution

prevention (P2) programs invited to Washington, D.C., to participate in U.S. EPA's ongoing dialogue with

states. In this third round of discussions, the group continued to focus on strengthening the national response

to prevent pollution and areas for enhanced collaboration on similar state and federal P2 programs.

Tanya Mottley, director of EPA’s P2 Division (PPD), framed the dialogue and discussed current projects that

PPD is working on, including:

Environmentally  Preferable Purchasing (EPP) program 

Economy, Energy, Environment (E3) initiative

Design for the Environment (DfE)

Opportunities for working with the education community

Potential social media opportunities

PPD’s current funding situation

Ms. Mottley outlined a few emerging P2 opportunities that EPA is considering, including a stronger

integration of P2 and regulated chemicals, and a strategic response to the National Academy of Sciences

Report released in September 2011, “The Green Book: Sustainability  and the U.S. EPA.” The report makes 29

recommendations with a series of actions for the EPA to take, including formally adopting the sustainability

paradigm and a widely used “three pillars” approach considering environmental, social and economic impacts

of an action or decision.

The state P2 representatives that attended the dialogue discussed their P2 goals and the new challenge for P2

programs, which is to remain relevant with the changing pressures on businesses and industries. Expanding

environmental strategies to new technologies, methods and programs is essential to reducing energy use or

eliminating waste at the source and requires new skills for service providers. It was noted that rising energy

costs are a big driver for clients seeking help from state P2 programs. Also, new sustainable design of

products and green chemistry for reducing toxic chemicals in manufacturing processes are emerging as areas

with new regulatory drivers that clients are seeking help from P2 technical assistance providers to address.

Transferring this knowledge to agencies, businesses and the surrounding communities is crucial to ensure

success. Promoting environmental management plans and systems to help clients identify and implement

environmental and energy improvement projects is also critical to continued success of state P2 programs.
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The P2 provider's role is to move businesses from “random acts of excellence” to continual improvement

through sustainable programs implemented by cross-functional teams in facilities. KPPC's structured

approach to environmental management programs does just that, and the Center will continue to help

Kentucky industries develop and implement these programs.

Back to top.

 

Newsbits

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Data from Large Facilities Now Available

For the first time, comprehensive

greenhouse gas (GHG) data reported

directly  from large facilities and suppliers

across the country are now easily

accessible to the public through the EPA’s

GHG Reporting Program. The 2010 GHG

data released this month includes public

information from facilities in nine

industry groups that directly  emit large

quantities of GHGs, as well as suppliers of

certain fossil fuels. GHG data for direct

emitters show that in 2010:

Power plants were the largest

stationary sources of direct emissions with 2,324 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent

(mmtCO2e), followed by petroleum refineries with emissions of 183 mmtCO2e.

CO2 accounted for the largest share of direct GHG emissions with 95 percent, followed by methane

with 4 percent, and nitrous oxide and fluorinated gases accounting for the remaining 1 percent.

100 facilities each reported emissions over 7 mmtCO2e, including 96 power plants, two iron and steel

mills and two refineries.

Access EPA’s GHG Reporting Program Data and Data Publication Tool.

New Combustion Web Portal Created

The U.S. EPA-supported Combustion

Portal provides compliance information

on the requirements for boilers,

incinerators, stationary reciprocating

internal combustion engines and wood heating appliances. The portal provides federal and state

compliance information for regulated entities on rules related to combustion--all in one place.

Combustion calculators are available to help estimate emissions based on rule requirements. The portal

also provides links to resources that help regulated entities reduce the quantity of pollution generated.

Louisville Appoints First Sustainability Director

From the Courier-Journal. Appointing Maria Koetter to the position, Mayor Greg Fischer said, "Having a

point person for sustainability  will not only lead to cost-saving efficiencies in city government, it will help

make Louisville a more environmentally  friendly city and serve as an economic development tool by

attracting new green industries and jobs."
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Upcoming Training, Events and Conferences

Strategies and Tools for Green Procurement Webinar

February 7, 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. PT

Federal, state and local governments are facing increased complexity with creating and managing green

procurement strategies. This webinar is meant to give an overview of some of the key challenges

institutions are facing for green purchasing and provide information on tools and resources that

organizations around the country are using to overcome these challenges. The presentation will cover

specific web-based tools, calculators, information resources, reporting mechanisms and other resources
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that are available to help implement and manage green procurement. This webinar is cosponsored by the

Western Sustainability  and Pollution Prevention Network (WSPPN), the Pacific Northwest Pollution

Prevention Resource Center (PPRC) and the West Coast Environmentally  Preferable Purchasing

Collaborative (WCEPPC). Register online. 

Tools to Measure Sustainability: Life Cycle Assessment Webinar

March 7, 2:00-3:00 p.m. ET

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a tool used to quantify the environmental impacts of a product

throughout the entire life cycle, from material extraction, manufacturing, transportation and

end of life. The inputs and outputs of the product life cycle are quantified and then translated

to environmental impact. LCA results allow those operations or materials which contribute

significant environmental impact to be identified, allowing future improvements to be targeted. This

webinar will focus on the LCA process and how LCA results can be used to drive sustainability. Case study

examples will also be presented. Register online. 
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